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SUMMARY .. CONCLUSIONS - RECOMMENDATIONS
Urban runoff problems have been considered from quantity and
quality aspects. Since precipitation is the, overall causative agent,
this was studied first and several conclusions and recommendations are:
• The time d·istributiono'frainfallhas an appreciable effect
on the peak rate of surface runoff.
• Historical storm data provides a time pattern of rainfall
less severe than other-available design procedures and in
view ()f the availability of the data., it is recommended that
Allentown use the historical time distribution for design
storm determination as outlined in this report.
• More -sophisticated storm water management requires better
procedures for predicting urban runoff and it is strongly
recommended that hydrograph design procedures be used for
future design of storm water systems in Allentown.
• Antecedent precipitation conditions in Allentown as indica-
ted by historical records are not as severe as currently
used in several design procedures such as the Soil Conser-
vation Service. Hydrograph design procedures account for
this type of antecedent condition. This phenomenon must
be included in the judgement aspect of such simplified pro-
cedures as the Rational Formula.
,Hydrologically the soil was the next aspect of urban runoff to be
considered. Allentown is fortunate to have soils which, although tho-
roughly disturbed by urbanization, are formed from general soil associa-
tions which have good infiltration and percolation characteristics.
Certainly, there will be site specific variations"but in general plan-
nersand. des-ign engineers can consider the soils to have minimum infil-
tration rates of G.lS"to 0.30 inches per hour.
The good drainage characteristics of the soil led to an investi-
gation of the impact of storm wate'r retention (on site) compared to
normal storm runoff conditions, or even runoff conditions with detention
(and later release). Several conclusions and recommendations can be made.
• Nominal retention volumes of 500 to 1000 cubic foot per
acre in residential type ,developments reduced peak runoff
rates by 13 to 50 percent in a 150 acre study basin.
• The same 150 acre study basin showed a reduction of 15 to
48 percent in the total runoff volume from several 5 to 50
year frequency design storm events.
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• Because of the high potential and apparent suitability, it
is recommended that storm water retention be used wherever
possible and that current codes and ordinances be reviewed
for possible required changes to accomrnoda,te the policy of
storm water retention.
The need for evaluating proposed detention storage facilities by
routing design flow hydrographs was considered and it is strongly recom-
mended that:
• Hydrograph design techniques such as in SWMM, STORM- or SCS
proc~dures be used to evaluate detentiort storage facili-
ti~s within the City of Allentown.
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BACKGROUND
Managemerit of ~torm water runoff in the past has generally
approached the problem as one of nuisance, interfering with the conven-
ience of modern living and with the normal economic functioning or our
urban, suburban and commercial are~s. Solutions to the "nuisance" led,
quite logically, to rapid removal of the "problem" - the storm water -
so that life and business as usual could be restored. Implementing the
solution which produced accelerated storm water runoff led to systems of
conduits which are often extens"ive and always expensive. N.atural forces
of intensifying land use in cities and urban areas compound the problems
of peak flow and volume of storm water to be handled, frequently causing
overload conditions in the conduit systems, be it combined or separate
for 'handling waste waters.
The total impact that this past approach (and ·present to some
degree) to storm water management has had on our cities will probably
never be compl~tely known. One simple example to contemplate is the
extra cost of providing the crown, gutter and curb 6n our roads and
streets to act as a hydraulic co-nduit for storm water. A different
philosophy of retaining storm water might well have reduced or eliminated
many "hydraulic components" of our roadways and ,when the multiple bil-
lions of street and roadway miles is considered, even saving a few
pennies per foot of roadway boggles the mind.
The increasingly intensive use of urban land area for bu~ldings,
streets, etc." leads to a drastic reduction in the amount of precipita-
tion which infiltrates through the surface and percolates fu~ther to
replenish ground water aquifers. Some localities ha~e collected and
treated (if ne~ded)"storm water to recharge depleted ground water aqui-
fers to natural levels of availability. In some cases, the local availa-
bility of ground water ·has been increa,sed. This "resource out of place"
has been an important f~ctor leading to reconsideration of our past
philosophies of storm water management.
Quality of our receiving waters has recently been a growing con-
cern of QUT- society. Degradation of streams and lakes by domestic and
industrial waste waters has been decried by all and massively attacked,
both practically ($'$) and philosophically (laws). In spite of this
frontal attack, receiving ,water quality has not always improved, pri-
marily because of the more disperse pol1utiona~ loads, notably storm
water runoff. For this reason, urban governments and the U. S. Environ-
'mental Protection Agency are presently studying the quality problems
resulting from past practices and approaches to ~torm water ma~agement.
Since both the: rate .and the volume of storm water runoff are the "driv-
ing forces" in pollutant pickup from urban areas, one of the first needs
is 'to properly define the magnitude and frequency of storm water runoff.
Since we do not have any appreciable control over the natural
hydrologic event of precipitation, our approach to different, and
3
h.opeful1y better, storm water management in recent years has been to
provide retention and detention, both on-site and off-site. The terms
detention and retention can be confusing, and for ,-purposes of this report
are defined as:
Detention refers' to holding runoff for a short time to
reduce peak flow rates and then later releasing the run-
~ff into natural or artificial water courses to continue
in the hydrologic cycle. The ,volume of surface runoff
occurr~ng is relatively unchanged.
Retention refers' to procedu'res and schemes whereby storm
water i~ held for considerable periods of' time and causing
water to return to the hydrologic cycle via infiltration,
percolation or plant evapotranspiration and not via direct
discharge to water courses.
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RUNOFF PREDICTION
The central problem of storm, water management is the accurate pre-
diction of runoff with time, including determination of peak flow rates
under the constraint of probability of occurrence. Since most urban storm
water problems involve inconvenience and property damage and not loss of
life, the probability aspect is essential to incorporate a damage-risk
evaluation in management schemes considered. The probability of storm
water runoff events, either actual or design has been equated to the
probability relationships of the precipitation occurrence. This ,is patent-
ly incorrect, since the runoff event is also strongly dep~ndent on the
charactetistics of the mantle (soil and cover complex) receiving the pre-
cipitation. Equating runoff. probability to rainfall probability is equi-
valent to ass~ming a 100 percent assurance of predicting the ~oil ,cover
complex condition, which is obviously impossible.
Consequently, this study considered not only the probability and time
variation of precipitation, but also some probability aspects of the 80i1-
cover complex as reflected by the antecedent precipitation conditions.
Precipitation Relationships
Since precipitation is the causative agent for stor~ water runoff,
it is important to characterize this factor first, no matter what method
is used to predict storm water runoff. In the past, planners and design
engineers have used simplified computational methods such as the widely
used Rational Formula for estimating peak runoff flow rates. The formula
is usually expressed as:
Q == Ci A
where Q = flow rate (cfs)
C = runoff coeffici~nt
A = contributing drainage area (acres)
i - r~infall intensity (inches/hour)
(1)
The only ~1rationall' aspects are the units since an acre- inch/hour
is almost exactly equal to one cubic foot/second (cfs). The irrationality
of equating the runoff probability to the precipitation probability has
already been mentioned. The rainfall runoff relationship is 'too complex
to be adequately described by stating that the peak runoff rate is some
fraction of the precipitation rate.
As used in the Rational Formula, the intensity of precipitation (i)
is the average intensity experienced with some selected probability or
frequency (e.g. on~e every 10 years on an average or 10% chance per year)
over the time of concentration (t ) for the contributing drainage area.
Many of the shortcomings of the Ritional Formula become apparent when plan-
ner's and designers consider other storm water solution philosophies, such
as retention or detention, and when considering quality aspects of pollutant
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pickup. Both of these aspects require detailed consideration of runoff
intensity and vQlume variation with time, which means that the time dis-
tribution of the causative agent - precipitation - must be considered.
Hydrograph methods for estimating storm water runoff are more
realistic in simulating 'the physical phenomena of precipitation minus
losses (e~g. interception, depression storage and infiltration) as the
real causative factor for surface runoff occurrence. In addition the
hydrograph methods do provide the required information about runoff volumes
.and rates varying with time, provided th'at rainfall and time characteris-
tics are known.•
In particular, the computer simu'lation models for storm water
managemen-tsuch as STORM from the Corps of Engineers and SWMM 'from the
Environmental Protection Agency (1) require more detai1e'd informat'ion
about the time distribution of rainfall. Unfortunately, the past philos-
ophies of 'rapid storm water removal not only led to the simplified compu-
tational methods such as the Rational Formula, but it also led to the
analysis '0£ rainfall data. in such a manner as to fit this,type of approach
(2). In, particular, the rainfall data was evaluated and analyzed to pro-
vide information on the average intensity (i) over some time of rainfall
with some probability of occurrence, one example of which is reproduced
in Fig. 1 (2). More recent analysis of precipitation data by the U. s.
Weather Bureau provides more fundamental relationships of precipitation
volumes over some fixed durations (e.g. 30, 60, 120 minutes) with known
probabilities of occurrence (3). The results of this work (3) are given
in Technical P~per No. 40 (TP 40) and allow an engineer to obtain the tra-
ditional -intensity-duration relationships for ·use in the Rational Formula.
Altho~gh TP40 does not provide detailed time distribution of precipita-
tion volumes, it does provide some bounds to be maintained in our search
for this relationship.
The time pattern of equal precipitation volumes can have a signifi-
cant effect upon the amount and rate of runoff that· results. This can best
be shown with an example. Figure Zshaws three possible rainfall patterns.
The advanced peak and delayed peak storms are the limiting extremes bound-
i~g the central peak storm.
The SWMM program and calibrated input data (1,4,5) for the College
Heights Boulevard (CHB) storm sewer system was used to ~how the impact of
the time distribution of rainfall. The program was executed using each
shape of rainfall hyetograph shown in Fig. 2. The results of these comput-
er runs show that even though "the total amounts of rainfall and the dura-
tions are the same for the three cases, the resulting flow rates are appre-
ciably different.
Table 1 and Fig. 3 through Fig. 5 show that wh'en the peak preClp1-
tation intensity 'occurs later in the storm, the runoff rate is larger.
This is a result from a decrease in soil infiltration capacity from a high
value at ·the onset of rainfall to a minimum value when fully saturated.
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Table 1
Peak Runoff for Different Rainfall Patterns
Peak Outlet Flow
Storm Type ~ (cfs)
Advanced
Central
Delayed
370
470
525
The effect in the CHB drainage system is large because of the high percen-
tage of pervious area. As the impervious area fraction increases, the
effect of storm pattern on runoff rates will be less becaus'e infiltration
will be less important in determining the rate of runoff.
j . -<-. - ,\ ,,',
As can be seen, selection of the design storm hyetograph is quite
important in estimating the runoff rate. The importance of time distribu-
tion of rainfall has also been noted in other storm water studies (6,7).
After the frequency (a return period) and the duration of a design storm
have been selected, either by professional judgement or by administrative
guideline, the total 'amount of rainfall can be obtained from TP 40 (3).
The problem remaining ,is to determine the distribution of this rainfall
volume within the storm duration to establish the design storm hyetograph.
Time dis·tribution of rainfall was extensively studied in this
research project and has been reported separately (8). The following
sections are abstracted from that report.
Modified SCS,Method The Soil Conservation Service (SeS) method for
obtaining a design' storm pattern, (9) uses a distribution (TypelI) appar-
ently fitting the continental United States. Although developed fora
24-hour duration, the ses procedure is easily adapted for shorter duratioris.
Once the required design storm duration and time intervals are
determined, rainfall volumes for time durations ranging from the time
interval value to the total storm duration are obtained from TP 40 for
the desired return period. The total storm rainfall is distributed into
the time intervals in such a manner that all statistical rainfall-duration
relationships of TP 40 (3) are maintained. This produces a high to low
range of.rainfall volumes which total the design storm precipitation volume
obtained from TP 40 for the design frequency and duration. To establish
a pattern, the highest rainfall value from any time interval is placed
in the interval 'just before the midpoint of the storm and the second high--
est value is placed next in time'. The third highest is placed just before
th~ highest and the fourth just after the second. This' alternating loca-
tion continues until th~ entire storm distribution is established.
A 30-minute storm with a return period of 5 years ~as developed
for Allentown using this procedure~ Thirty minutes duration was chosen
since it is approximately the time of concentration for the CHB storm
sewer system. Five minutes' was chosen for the time interval. TP 40 (3)
9
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gives the 5-year precipitation values for 30 and 60-m;nute durations and
lists the 5, 10, and .15-minute duration rainfalls as percentages of the
30-~inute amount. Figure 6 was used to interpolate the rainfall volumes
for durations of 20 and 25 minutes. Table 2 shows these total precipita-
tions for the various durations and the individual interval values from
high to low.
Table 2
5-Year Frequency Precipitation for Allentown
Duration
(minutes)
o
5
10
15
20
25
30
Cumulative
precipitation
(inches)
0.00
0.52
0.80
1.00
1.16
1.29
1.40
Incremental
Precipitation
(inches )
0.52
0.28
0.20
0.16
0.13
0.11
Time
(minutes)
0-5
5-10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
Table 3
5-Year 3D-Minute Design Storm
Modified SCS Method
Prec'ipitation
Cinches )
0.13
0.20
0.52
0.28
0.16
0.11
Intensity
(in/hr)
1.56
2.40
6.24
3.36
1.92
1.32
The precipitation values from Table 2 can then be arranged in the
pattern previously described as shown in Table 3.
The hyetograph is quite nonuniform, a direct result of maintaining
the 5-year frequency for the peak rainfall intensity. Placing the maxi-
mum precipitation interval before the middle is arbitrary. A more conser-
vative approach might place it later in time.
Keifer-Chu Method. A synthetic storm pattern has been proposed by
Keifer and Chu (10). For the desired return period, the average rainfall
intensity for the design storm can be approximated as a function of dura-
tion by:
13
Fig. 6 Allentown 5-Year Frequency Rainfall
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i(avg) = _a_
Tb+c
i(avg) = average rainfall intensity, in/hr
T = storm duration, minutes
8,b,c = const~nts.
(2)
The three consta~ts were evaluated from values of i(avg) :versus T
obtained from TP 40 (3). After solving for ,the total precipitation, Eq. 2
can ,be differentiat~d and set equal to zero to develop an expression for
the instantaneous intensity, 'i, as a function of time, t, for a storm with
a completely advanced peak.
i =
a[Cl-b)tb + cJ
b a(t +c)'
(3)
Equation 3 was adjusted for time before and time after the peak,
when the peak intensity occurs at some intermediate time as shown in Fig.
7. With r being the fractional location of the peak intensity, two expres-
sions for instantaneous intensity can be developed.
Before the· peak:
i =
t b
a[Cl-b)(-!-) + c]
t b a
f(:)+c]
(4a)
and after the peak:
i =
t b
a[(l-b)(~) + cJ
t b a
f(l_br) + c]
(4b)
Once 8, b, c, and r have been determined, the design storm hyeto-
graph can be developed using these two equations. For the 5-year storm
for, Allentown a value of b equal to 0.80, prov~des a good representation
and the other constants, are: a = 56 and c = 5.4. Choosing a value of
r = 5/8 (matchirtg historical records, as will be shown subsequently), a
rainfall hyetographshown in Table 4 was developed for a 5-year stor~ with
a duration of 30 minutes.
Historical Pattern A third method used to develop a design storm
was the historical rainfall pattern. A magnetic tape containing hourly
precipitation data for six stations in Pennsylvania (Allentown, Erie,
15
--=__--+----1.._ ta
t (minutes)
t . = time after peak
a
t b = time before peak
Fig. 7 Storm Pattern: Keifer-Chu Method
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Harrisburg, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, and Reading) was obtained. A
computer· program developed by EPA (ll),.which reads the data, defines
storm events, and calculates storm parameters has been adapted for the
CDC 6400 system at the Lehigh University Computing Center (LUCe). This
program identifies or computes for each storm event the year, month, day,
storm duration, total precipitation, maximum I-hour precipitatiDn, the
hour of maximum precipitation, number of days since the last storm, and
the hour of the start of the storm.
Time
(minutes )
0-5·
5-10
10-15
15--20
20-25
25-30
Table 4
5-Year 30-Minute Design Storm
Keifer-Chu Method
Prec:ipitation
(inches)
0.12
0.15
0.24
0.51
0.25
0.13
Intensity
(in/hr)
1.44
1.80
2.88
6.12
3.00
1.56
This program was modified to develop a nondimensional plot of
fractional storm precipitation versus fractional storm duration. This
was done for a "number of· storms, and a least squares fit of a polynomial
curve was found using the LEAPS library program (12) available at the
LUCe.
The 'EPA program was executed with the Allentown rainfall data using
storm events of greater than 2 inches precipitation. The Allentown data,
which covers 1948 through 1975, showed that there were 57 storms of at
least 2 inches during this period. These 57 events produced 993 points
for the graph of fractional storm precipitation versus· fractional storm
duration.
A LEAPS analysis of these points gave a· fourth order polynomial
curve of least squares fit of
y = 0.670 T - 0.085 ~ + 1.894 ,.3 - 1.480 ,.4 (5 )
where Y is the fraction of total storm duration and T is the fraction of
total storm duration.
Equation Sand the many data points are shown in Fig. 8. The
multiple correlation of .the data to theline is 0.979 as computed by LEAPS.
Figure 8 has been developed using storms of all durations and there is
appreciable scatter. Short and long duration storms were separated and
will be discussed later.
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The peak rainfall intensity· is given by the point of maximum slope
on the best fit line~ By setting the second derivative of Eq. 5 equal to
zero and solving for ~, the point of maximum slope can be found at a
fractional time of 0.625 or 5/8. This value was used for r in developing
the design storm oyetograph by the Keifer-ehu method in the preceding
sec~ion.·" The actual slope of the line at this point has been found by
substituting T = 0.625 into the first derivative. This maximum slope is
1.34 which means that the peak intensity of a storm following this pattern
is 1.34 times the average intensity. A pattern based on Eq. 5 will produce
a more uniform hyetograph than.either of the two previous methods. A
5-year storm with a 30-minuteduration (total rainfall of 1.40 inches)
and this historical pattern is developed in Table 5.
Table 5
5~Year 30-Minute Design Storm
Historical Pattern
19
The Keifer-Chu hyetograph produces the largest rate of runoff.
This hyetograph has a peak intensity about the same as the SCS hyetograph,
but occurs after the midpoint in time. The SCS maximum intensity occurs
1.96
2.50
3.23
3.70
3.43
1.98
Intensity
(in/hr)
4"65
504
442
0.164
0.209
0.269
0.308
0.286
0.165
Peak Flow at Outlet
(efs )
Precipitation
(inches)
0.117
0.149
0.192
0.220
0.204
0.118
Increment
717,000
700,000
660,000
Total Runoff Volume
(eu ft)
Table 6
SWMM Results of CHB System
for Three Design Storm Methods
0.117
0.266
0.458
0.678
0.882
1.000
Fractional
Precipitation
0-5
5-·10
10-15
15-20
20-25
25-30
HyetOgraph
SCS
Keifer-Chu
Historical
Time
(minutes)
Comparison of Methods One might expect the historical pattern with
the most unifo~m precipitation intensity to produce smaller peak runoff
rates than the other design hyetographs, Bes and Keifer-Chu. All three
have the same total amounts of precipitation but theSeS and Keifer-Chu
hyetographs have considerably higher maximum rainfall intensities. The
SWMM program was executed for the CHB system using,these three design
storms as input hyetographs. Table 6 and Fig. 9 through Fig. 11 show
some of the results.
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before the middle, at which time the infiltration capacity is higher,
resulting in a lower peak runoff rate. The peak intensity of the his-
torical hyetograph occurs at the same time as that of Keifer-Chu, however
its 'magnitude is considerably smaller. This is the cause of the lower .
peak runoff rate produced by the historical pattern.
Figure 12 shows fraction'al precipitation versus fractional time
curves for these three storm hyetographs. Also shown are two envelope
curves of the data points in Fig. 8. Other analyses were performed in
the study previously cited (8), particularly looking at the cause of the
scatter of· points in Fig. 8. It was found that for storms of duration
greater than 20 hours, the data were much closer to a fitted curve similar
to Eq. 5,·and that most of the scatter shown in Fig. 8 was due to the
shorter duration storms. Further analyses and studies are underway using
the raingage charts to more adequately define the sho~ter duration storms.
As previously mentioned, the best fit historical curve is more
uniform than the SCS or Keifer-Chu curves. The SCS and Keifer-Chu curves
are well within the envelope curves. Although it is possible to conceive
of a pattern following the lower envelope curve to near midpoint and then
rapidly increasing to the· upper envelope curve, such an extreme is unreal-
istic. Until more research and studies are completed in this area, it
seems advisable to follow the historical pattern method of 'developing the
design storm.
Antecedent Precipitation Conditions
The impact of precipitation excess on land that is thoroughly
saturated from previous rainfall will be considerably different than when
there has been, a long dry period. To account for this variation in the
antecedent conditions, the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) has established
three antecedent moisture condition (AMC) criteria for dry, normal and
wet conditions (AMe-I, II, III, respectively). Since the season of the
year has ari influence due to vegetation growth and soil moisture use,
they "distinguish between the May-October growing season and the November-
April dormant season. The SCS criteria are summarized in Table 7. It
would seem logical to assume that the AMC- II: (normal) condition would
occur most of the time. To test this assumption the hourly rainfall data
for the ABE ,weather station was analyzed.
Table 7
SCS Antecedent Moisture Condition Criteria
AMe
Total 5-Day Antecedent Rainfall (inches)
Dormant Season Growing Season
I
II
III
less than 0.5
0.5-1.1
greater than 1.1
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Table 8
Allentown AMC for 1948-1975 using SCS Criteria
The assumption ·of AMe-II conditions for the majority of the time
is certainly not justified on the basis of these results. The conse-
quences of this variation are appreciable.
As previously mentioned, this hourly precipitation data is availa-
ble on magnetic tape,_ and a computer program was written to check the AMC
condition for each dar of the period, January 1948 through December 1975.
The results are shown in Table 8.
73.2
15.2
11.6
Percent of Time OccurringAMC
I (Dry)
II (Normal)
III (Wet)
Using the ~implified Rational Formula as a basis of discussion,
a probability is determined for the precipitation intensity, i (e.g. a
25-year return period or a probability of 0.04 in anyone year). Since
the runoff coefficient, C, takes all other factors into account, we can
consider, to some degree, the AMC condition probability. For example, we
could assume an average value of C equal to 0.40, varying from 0.3 for
dry conditions to 0.5 for wet conditions. The probability of the antece-
dent precipitation being equal to AMC-III or less is 1.00. Then the
probability of the AMC-II or more dry conditions is equal to 0.884 (0.732
+ 0.152 = 0.884). Consequently the "correct" probability of the predicted
runoff from the 25-year intensity storm (0.04 chance/year) is the joint
probability which is the product of the two individual probabilities or
0.035 chance/year (O.04xO.884 = 0.0355). This level of probability
corresponds to a return period of 28 years, 'somewhat different than the
25 years assigned to the runoff via the rainfall probability.
Because of this problem and the apparent variance of the antecedent
moisture conditions shown in Table 8 a more detailed breakdown of the ante-
cedent conditions was performed for the 28 year period, 1948-1975. This
is shown in. Table 9 and plotted on Fig. 13.
At this time, it does not seem possible to quantitatively incorpor-
ate the results of this brief study of antecedent moisture conditions into
a definite design criteria for storm water systems. However, it ~hould be
pointed out that stimulation models such as STORM and SWMM do incorporate
a "history" of' previous events into their analysis procedure so ·that as
'this type of model is usedmore~ the phenomen~ will be incorporated into
the design process.
For simplified design procedures such as the Rational Formula,
there is no direct way to consider the antecedent' conditions. Since
there is s'o much judgement involved in selecting the C value, the results
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Table 9
Allentown Antecedent Moisture Conditions for 1948-1975
TotalS-Day Antecedent Rainfa~l Criteria
Dormant Season 'Growing Season Percent of Time Occurrence
(inches)
0.0-0.1
0.1-0.2
0.2-0.3
0.3-0.4
0.4-0.5
0.5-0.6
0.6-0.7
0.7-0.8
0.8-0.9
0.9-1.0
1.0-1.1
More than 1.1
0.'0-0.2
0.2-0.4
0.4-0.6
0.6-0.8
0.8-1.0
1.0-1.2
1.2-1.4
1.4-1.6
1.6-1.8
1.8-2.0
2.0-2.2
More than 2.2
35.1
11.1
8.6
6.7
6.5
5.2
4.0
3.5
3.1
2.3
2.3
11.7
of the observations made in this study can be another nebulous factor that
the engineer and ~lanner can incorporate into their judgement. Some quan-
tification can be done however, in the crude fashion previously used in
this section to discuss the effect.
Allentown General Soil Associations
The soil maps and soil survey report (13) for Lehigh County, and
Allentown in particular, were extensively- reviewed to identify those soil
groups which have properties that might affect storm water runoff predic-
tion and management schemes. In particular, definition of the infiltration
rates that .-cQuldbe expect-ed for the soils in th-is area was important, both
from the viewpoint of runoff p~ediction and of detention or retention
schemes to handle the predicted runoff.
Unfortunately, almost all of the soils .in the Allentown urbanized
area are disturbed andean only be classified as man-made., Fortunately
·most of the "source" soil prof~les have come from geologic weathering of
limestone and sandstone with similar hydrologic properties. In very broad
classifications, most of the Allentown area has origirtal soils in four
general- soil associations, (13) as listed in Table 10. The majority of the
developed area of Allentown has "source" soils in the Washington-Duffield
association or the Muril1 association. The other general soil associations
noted in Table 10 are on the ridge and steeper slope areas along South
Mountain and are still relatively undeveloped.
As an aid to determining the ability of the area soils to infil-
trate and percolate precipitation excess, the SCS literature was reviewed,
and it was found that general infiltration capacities have been established
for different hydrologic soil groups, A, B, C, D (14). These are summarized
in Table 11.
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Table 10
Allentown General Soil Association
Soil
Association
Washington-Duffield
Chester-Brandywine-Fleetwood
Muril1
Fleetwood-Chester
Locations
and Description
Deep soils of valleys on lime-
stone
Deep and moderately deep soils of
South Mountain on granite, gneiss
and quartzite
Deep soils of the lower slopes of
South Mountain
Deep and moderately deep, stony
soils of the ridges of South
Mountain on quartzite and gneiss
Soil Group
Table 11
Soil Infiltration Capacities
SCS·Criteria (14)
Infiltration Capacities
(inches/hour)
Range Recommended Value
A
B
C
D
0.30-0.45
0.15-0.30
0.08-0.15
0.02-0.08
0.40
0.24
0.12
0.04
All 6f the soil associations present in Allentown are .in hydrologic soil
group B with the exception of the Brandywine association' which is in group
c. As Tablel! indicates these soils are well drained and have rather good
water drainage characteristics which is a gre~t benefit to Allentown in
establishing storm water management plans, facilities ,and policies. The
importance of the good drainage characteristics will be more apparent when
we consider storm water retention in' the next section.
It should be noted that although the general infiltration capability
of soils in the area is good, site specific characterization of the soil
infiltration capacity will still be required for adequate engineering
design.
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STORM WATER RETENTION
Many urban areas have attacked local storm water -flooding problems
with various detention and controlled release schemes. These certainly
can have an appreciable impact on the size of storm water system compon-
ents and- to some degree facorably impart the quality of storm water dis-
charges •. However relatively few urban centers have tried to develop ex-
tensiveretention schemes for handling storm water (15).
The apparent moderate rainfall patterns, and moderately good soil
drainage characteristics for Allentown which were previously described,
led the investigators to cons-ider the possibility of storm water retention.
The policy of storm water retention "with the return of precipitation
excess into the hydrologic cycle via soil moisture and/or ground water
recharge also conceptually utilizes the immense restorative capability of
the soil system, so that an appreciable improvement in water quality could
be achieved.
A study basin of 150 acres shown in Fig. 14 was made up of five sub-
catchments, varying uniformly in size from 10 acres up to 50 acres. Land
usage considered in all subcatchments was residential with a typical value
of 30, percent impervious area accounting for the roofs, sidewalks and
streets.
The retention scheme proposed was to direct- all of the roof areas
into "on-lot" drainage pits (e.g. french drains) which would 'generally be
filled with crushed media of some type to maintain structural integrity of
the pit. It was estimated that ,one-half of "the total impervious area could
be diverted to such seepage facilities.
Two levels, of seepage volumes were considered, 500 and 1000 cubic
foot per acre. If there are four residences per acre, this corresponds
to each re·sidence having the equivalent of a 5-foot cube for the 500 -cubic
foot per acre value, which would be a quite nominal type of construction.
A percolation rate of 1.0 inch per: hour was used for the seepage
rate from the 500 or 1000 cubic foot volume facility. This value was
selected after reviewing the soil properties reported (13) for the general
soil associations in Allentown which showed permeability values of 0.63 to
2.0 inches per ho'ur. Each seepage volume was considered as a sphere to
minimize the surface area available for seepage, thus being quite conser-
vative in this aspect.
The SWMM program '(1) was modified to inco~porate these retention
volumes and percolation rates in the hydrologic and hydraulic calculations.
Design storms of 5, 10, 25 and 50 year frequency were used. For each of _
the frequencies, storm durations of 15, 30 and 60 minutes were studied.
The design storm used the historical pattern time distribution of the pre-
cipitation amount taken, from TP 40 (3) corresponding to the differeritstorm
frequencies and durations studied.
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Fig. 14 150 Acre Study Basin
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The ,impact of storm water 'retention was appreciable, both in reduc-
ing the peak rate of ~unoff 'and in reduction of the vo lume of surface
runoff, resulting from each design storm. Table 12 summarizes the impact
of the retention facilities. on the peak rate of runoff for both the 500
and 1000 cubic foot per acre volume used in this study.
Table 12
Peak Runoff Rate1
150 Acre Study Basin
Design·
S,torm Retention Provided
Condit,ion None 500 ft3 /acre 1000 ft3 /acre
5-Year 15-Minute 204 lO3(50)a 103 (50)8
5-Year 30-Minute 178 102(43) 96(46)
5-Year 60-Minute # 130 95(27) 78(40)
10-Year IS-Minute 248 130(48) 128(48)
lO-Year 30-Minute 218 137(37) 122(44)
lO-Year 60-Minute 180 145(19) 117(35)
25-Year IS-Minute 294 160(46) 154(48)
25-Year 30-Minute 272 176(33) 153 (42)
25-Year 60-Minute 233 197(15) 169(27)
50-Year IS-Minute 344 198(42) 185(46)
50-Year 30-Minute 327 237(28) 201(39)
50-Ye'ar 60-Minute 277 241(13) 213(23)
1 cfs
a Percent reduction due to storm water retention
Reduction of the total volume of storm water runoff from precipita-
tion excess is also accomplished by storm water retention. For the 150
acre study basin, Table 13 shows this. impact. It should be noted that
whereas the reduction in peak runoff rates shown in Table 12 could also be
accomplished by detention, the reduction in runoff volume can only be
accomplished by some form of retention, 'infiltration and, percolation.
Table 12 and Table 13 show that there is a great deal to be gained
from storm water retention. Implementation of this type of storm water
management scheme will require appreciable changes in approach and urban
government policies, but the return to urban citizens will be very high.
It may be argued that this approach is unrealistic, and that some areas
such as row housing cannot accommodate a- sufficiently' large retention
volume. However, if we consider strip trenches on each side of an alley with
each trench 2 feet by 3 feet by 300 feet long, the total volume in the trench
would be 3600 cubic feet. With the trenches filled with coarse media such as
crushed rock the open pore space would be about 40% or 1440 cubic feet in a
300 by 300 foot block. This is equivalent to 700 cubic feet per acre. Thus
the values used for the 150 acre study basin are easily achieved, even in the
more densely, developed areas. -
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Table 13
Total Runoff Volume1
150 Acre Study Basin
Design
Sto.rm Retention Provided
Condition None 500 ' ftS / acre 1000 ft3 /acre
5-Year lS-Minute 168 89 (47)'4 88(48)2
5-Year 3'O-Minute 268 169(37) 152(43)
5..Year 60-Minute 362 . 256(29) 218(40)
la-Year IS-Minute 213 124(42) 117(45)
la-Year 30-Minute 351 247(30) 212(40)
lO'-Year 60-Minute 491 381(22) 323(34)
25-Year IS-Minute 262 166(37) 152(42)
25-Year 30-Minute · 434 327(24) 274(37)
25-Year 60-Minute 631 517(18) 453(28)
50-Year IS-Minute 322 221(31) 195(39)
50-Year 30-Minute 531 422(21) 362(32)
50-Year 60-Minute 748 633(15) 565(24)
~ In 1000 ft3
a Percent reduction due to storm wat~rretention.
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DETENTlON' OF" URBAN RUNOFF
:As previously defined, detention is considered to be the holding of
runoff for a short time to :reduce peak flow rates for later release into
natural or artificial water courses to continue in the hydrologic cycle.
The American P'ublic Works Association has o'utlined a number of the methods
currently in use for estimating the required detention volume (15). A
typical approach is to require new, developments to maintain a peak outflow
from detention storage to be no less than occur~ without or prior to the
new land development. Both "hydrograph and Rational Formula methods for
estimating detention volumes for this type of approach in local area has
been presented (6,7) by the Joint Planning Commission (JPC) .of Lehigh-
Northampton Counties. Techniques described are similar to those covered
by the American 'Public Works Association (15).
The important thing to note is that a storm runoff hydrograph is
necessary to check the adequacy, of detention storage. It seems logical to
begin the design at this point (e.g. u~e a hydrograph method in the original
design procedure). The alternate is to accept the adequac~ of ,the detention
s,torage design by one of the customary, methods (6,7,15), which' amounts to
no independent evaluation of adequacy.
Detention storage for the two new developments in Allentown (Allen-
brook II and Queen City) were studied by the authors to determine adequacy
to control the 5-year 30-minute storm. As these were straightforward
applications of the SVJMM program, they are not reported here except to note
that in both cases, the hydrograph .procedure with SWMM did provide the
needed independent evaluation.
As a general policy, it would be appropriate to use the design storm
procedure developed in this report along with a hydrograph approach such as
the SWMM program to check the adequacy of any detention storage proposed in
the city.
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